APRIL 2015

MEET THE CHIEF!
A very important step has been taken towards the amalgamation
of the Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service with the sister service in
Dorset. The appointment of the Chief Fire Officer (Designate)
for the amalgamated service has been made and Darran Gunter is to be the CFO of the new FRS. The title of the amalgamated service will be Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue
Service.
All the legal hurdles have been cleared for the amalgamation to
go ahead and the date that it will happen is 1st April 2016. The
combined control room serving both counties will eventually
become active based at Potterne, allowing for the present day
Dorset FRS control to be closed.
Darran Gunter was born at Blaina in South Wales and he joined
the Gwent Fire Brigade in 1983 as a junior fire fighter at only 17
years of age. He moved to West Midlands Fire Service in 1989 as
a crew manager. He became a station manager in 1993 in the
same service. He later moved to become an instructor at the

CFO Darran Gunter

Fire Service College before moving to Devon FRS as an Assistant Divisional Officer. Darran
moved to Dorset as Assistant Chief Officer in 2001 and was appointed CFO of Dorset FRS in
2006. In many of the senior posts held Darran has carried references for strategic planning.
A letter congratulating Darran on his appointment has been sent from this Association and this
has received a warm response. We look forward to building a mutually beneficial relationship
with the new chief.

POLES APART
The long-running dispute over pensions between the
FBU and the Government continues to show both
sides being as far from agreement on a settlement as
ever. A series of strikes by FBU members has failed to
exert the pressure the union no doubt hoped for and
even more worrying for the FBU must be the fact that
the press and media appear to have become bored
with the dispute and even the left wing newspapers
have stopped giving good coverage to it.
As a background to the dispute, the Government cuts imposed on fire authorities have caused
the loss of 8,800 fulltime posts from the fire & rescue services , many of whom must have been
FBU members.
Hope must rest on the General Election bringing about a change that will break the deadlock but
only time will tell. (photo by courtesy of Gazette & Herald)

The first WRFA social event of the year was a lunch held at UPAVON GOLF CLUB on 20th
March. Members and guests attending enjoyed a two-course hot meal in very pleasant surroundings at a price that represented excellent value for money. A raffle raised £70.00 for
the Fire Fighters Charity.
COLIN HODGES
Colin has written from New Zealand where he emigrated
with his wife, Chrissie, as follows:
“We’re both fine enjoying our lovely hot summer, our region
has been declared a drought area so we are struggling for water at the moment. We have a lovely brown lawn and paddock! It was four years ago last Sunday since the Christchurch
earthquake.. Time seems to have passed so quickly. However,
the centre of Christchurch is still very bare. Many residents
are still in damaged homes. At least the cricket world cup
matches were able to be played there. England managed to
beat Scotland last Monday. However, we enjoyed their demolition by the Black Caps last Friday in Wellington. “
24th February 2015

Colin Hodges

FREDA SAYS ,”USE YOUR VOTE, LADIES”
Freda Hart, a 92 year old member of the WRFA and a resident of Marlborough, is urging all ladies old enough to vote to ensure that they do so. Freda is well read on the history of the Suffragette movement in the first quarter of the 20th century. Those women fought hard for the right to vote
and Freda feels very strongly that their sacrifice and successful campaigning
should not be forgotten and all women with the right to do so must cast
their vote in the May General Election.
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MAURICE HANCOCK
Maurice was dangerously ill over the Christmas period. He fell ill with pneumonia but then it was found that he had a severe bowel obstruction. To save his
life, surgery was needed at RUH, Bath but the surgical team was very concerned about operating on a man suffering from pneumonia. However, the risk
had to be accepted. WRFA member and close friend of Maurice, Canon Henry
Pearson, gathered family and friends of Maurice together for a prayer service as
surgeons prepared to undertake the very difficult surgery. The prayers were
answered and Maurice survived. His doctor has told him that had he been a
smoker it was very unlikely that he would have survived the operation. We are
so glad that you did pull through, Maurice. Photo by Gazette and Herald

TONY ANDREWS
Tony Andrews has been successfully treated for gall stones at Salisbury District Hospital. After
discharge he spent time recuperating under the care of his daughter and is now back home feeling
fully recovered. Tony reports enjoying being able to eat a normal diet again. We are very glad that
the surgery went to plan and we wish Tony good health for the future.

KEITH PENFOLD
Keith was taken ill on 19th March and was admitted to Great Western Hospital, Swindon. He is
now home having received treatment for a bad chest infection and heart trouble. He is feeling
much better and he and Kath regret having been forced to miss the WRFA lunch at Upavon Golf
Club. We are delighted you are now recovered and look forward to seeing you soon at another
WRFA function.

KEN POWER
Ken Power has recently had day surgery at the Spa Clinic in Melksham to treat carpel tunnel syndrome in his wrist.
He is recovering well and thinks he will now be able to land punches with both fists! Ken reports highly on the service provided by this NHS clinic.

BARBARA CLARKE
Barbara has recently had a hip replacement carried out in Lancashire. Barbara and George retired to Preston. The
operation left Barbara needing some adjustment to medication that has now been achieved. George has been kept
busy in the carer role while Barbara has progressed through the stages of recovering from this major surgery. We
wish them both well.

KEN BEARD MBE
Ken is having problems with his eyesight but is pleased with the help being given by his consultant in whom he has
much trust and confidence. Ken will soon be celebrating his 90th birthday. All good wishes go to Ken and we hope
that the deterioration in his sight can be checked.
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HEALTH MATTERS (continued)
JOE NASH
“An

absolute disaster”. These are the words Joe Nash uses to describe the knee replacement
surgery that he had two years ago that sparked off a downturn in his health from which he
is still suffering. The most recent problem required Joe to be admitted to hospital in
Gloucester over the Easter period. He was in excruciating agony from his knee joint and
this was eventually diagnosed as gout. Joe is now home again but far from well because his
blood pressure keeps dipping leaving him confused and feeling dizzy. This association is
keen to help Joe and Grace through to better times. Best wishes to them both.

JANE COX
Jane continues to make steady progress towards a full recovery from the hip replacement
operation carried out at GWH, Swindon recently. The significant wound resulting from the
surgery is now almost completely healed and Jane reports being out of pain which is, of
course, a huge benefit. Jane is very satisfied with the service given to her by the hospital. She
has now had both hip joints replaced. While Jane was housebound after the operation, John
had an RTC in Devizes that wrote off his Ford Mondeo. John was judged to have been entirely free of blame and because the impact was on the passenger side of the car, it is fortunate that Jane was not in the car. John has been left with some residual back pain. Get well
wishes go to both John & Jane.

MARGARET CRAIG
Margaret is one of the many that failed to gain any protection from the flu jab given last
Autumn. In April Margaret became ill with flu that was particularly debilitating and progressed into a chest infection and bronchitis. A course of very strong antibiotics was prescribed that eventually overcame the infection. Margaret is hoping to be back “on song”
soon and is just thankful that she was able to fulfil her role in the ‘Carousel’ production
staged by Devizes Musical Theatre before the illness overwhelmed her. Get well soon,
Margaret.

BREAKTHROUGH IN THE QUEST FOR
A CURE FOR ALZHEIMERS
American scientists looking for a cure for Alzheimer's disease
believe they may have made an important and exciting breakthrough. In simple terms, they have discovered a drug that
“reboots” the body’s immune system and stops devastating
memory loss. A new study has shown for the first time that immune cells play a crucial role in the formation of sticky plaques
that clump between brain cells, preventing them from functioning normally. Usually the body protects the brain from these
plaques but the American researchers have discovered that in
Alzheimer's Disease the immune cells in the brain go haywire,
producing a molecule that actually reduces the immune response and consumes an important brain nutrient. A drug that
blocks this molecule is already under test giving the real hope
that it will soon be possible to give statin-like drugs to the middle-aged to ward off dementia.
Charities are placing great hope in this development and are excited at the prospect of a prevention and perhaps cure could be
within sight.
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FIREFIGHTER’S WIDOW PENSION
CHANGE
It was announced in the April Budget that a change is
to be made to allow the widows of firefighters that
have been killed on duty to retain their widow’s pension if they remarry. This brings the Fire Pension
Scheme into line with the Armed Forces scheme that
was amended recently to allow the widows of members of the Armed Forces that have been killed in
action to keep their pension if they remarry. The
photo left shows Hampshire fire crews parading in
commemoration of the deaths of two of their colleagues killed at a high-rise fire five years ago.
WILTSHIRE POLICE LOSE RACE
DISCRIMINATION CASE

Patrick Geenty

An employment tribunal has found in favour of a black police officer who
claimed to have been passed over for promotion because of his race.
Ronnie Lungu was born in Zimbabwe and found that he had been secretly downgraded against white colleagues who were competing with him
for promotion to sergeant in Wiltshire Constabulary. Chief Constable
Patrick Geenty declared after the judgement against his force that he was
concerned and that lessons would be learned from the case.
Despite his treatment by the force, Mr Lungu continues to serve as a
police constable with Wiltshire Constabulary.
FIRE MINISTER’S PARTING COMMENTS

Penny Mordaunt

Addressing the Local Government Association Fire Conference in the closing days of her time as Fire Minister before the last Parliament was dissolved, Penny Mordaunt gave the view that the fire and rescue service was
at a crossroads but she could see potential for the service to grow. To
predict growth in a service that has been forced to lose 8,800 posts due to
government cuts and with further cuts seeming unavoidable due to government policy, the minister’s comment must have seemed strange. Could it
be that the minister was confusing change with growth? In her speech, the
minister praised a number of initiatives including the decision to amalgamate Dorset and Wiltshire FRSs.

The minister went to some lengths to reassure the audience that the fire & rescue service was
highly regarded throughout all Whitehall departments and the valuable contribution the service
makes is well recognised and appreciated. The resilience role of the FRS and the success of its
work in prevention has won widespread respect.
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OBITUARIES
ERNEST DIXON TOUGH
Ernie Tough died on 9th February 2015 age 92. He was
born on 1st May 1922 in Sunderland but while he was still
very young the family moved to Yorkshire . He was always very proud of being a north countryman. When the
World War 2 broke out he joined the Royal Navy and
served in Malta and also on the Russian Convoys. He was
awarded the Arctic Star campaign medal for his service
on the Russian convoys. He met his wife, Doris, while
they were both serving in the Royal Navy. Doris survives
Ernie and still lives at the home they shared for many
years in Purton Road, Swindon. They had two children,
Peter and Brenda.
On being demobbed from the RN, Ernie joined the Wiltshire Fire Brigade and completed all his service as a fireman at Swindon fire station until he retired on reaching
the age limit in 1977. For all of his fire brigade service,
Ernie was a keen supporter of the Fire Brigades Union
and he held the office of Brigade Secretary of the FBU for
many years. On leaving the fire brigade, Ernie worked for
Debenhams and then at the Department of Health and
Social Security. He held trade union posts at both these
places of employment.
Ernie loved his garden and was noted for his expert
knowledge of horticulture. He also took much pleasure
from music. He was a brass band enthusiast and he also

Ernie Tough in his church choir robes

was a member of the choir at St Mary’s Church, Rodbourne Cheney for many years.
Ernie’s funeral service was held at St Mary’s on 2nd March and it was conducted by the Reverend
Nick Lines. The service was attended my many of Ernie’s former WFB colleagues.
Rest in peace, Ernie.

John Craig

BARBARA BRICE
Barbara Brice died age 92 on 14th February 2015 on the operating table at
RUH, Bath. She was undergoing surgery for a fractured hip when death occurred. Barbara was born in Portsmouth in 1922 and at the age of 17 she
joined the Civil Service and worked at the Admiralty Signal School in Portsmouth Dockyard. She was then moved to London to work in the Admiralty
and, not content that her daytime job was enough of a contribution to the
war effort, she joined the London Auxiliary Fire Service. Her AFS duties included helping to staff the fire control at Alexander Palace throughout the
night. After the war, Barbara was attached to NATO and served in Laspezia, Italy for several
years. Barbara never married and lived out her retirement years in Bath with her sister, Florence.
Barbara was very proud of her service with the fire service and delighted in being a member of
our Association. She was always good company and possessed a range of talents that included
playing piano, classical guitar and mandolin, and writing poetry. She never lost her sense of humour and had a youthful outlook on life that belied her great age. Rest in peace, Barbara. JMC
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BARBARA’S POETIC FAREWELL
On the previous page, the obituary for Barbara Brice mentions her many artistic gifts, including poetry. In the order of service for her funeral service held on 13th March 2015, a poem that
Barbara wrote in 2001was published. Here it is :
REBIRTH
No my loves ;
Don’t confine my ashes in a casket
Buried, unfruitful, in the dark earth.
Scatter them on the grass in a sunlit field
And let the wind blow them where it will;
Or sprinkle them
Among the Autumn leaves in Marlow wood.
Then, perhaps, they’ll nurture a green weed
A tiny mite of life can live upon,
Or grow a seed to feed a searching bird
Whose song may reach your ears.

Imagine such a miracle and rejoice
For I shall be undying
And with nature , my beloved friend!
Alleluia!

ERNIE’S FINAL RESTING
PLACE
On the previous page the obituary for Ernie
Tough mentions his long and proud service
to the Fire Brigades Union. This was marked
by a presentation to him on his retirement in
1977 of a ceramic tobacco jar. The photograph shows the presentation taking place.
George Staples, the Regional FBU Representative, is seen handing the jar to Ernie
with Mike Gray (centre) looking on.
Ernie was cremated and his ashes are now
being kept in the same tobacco jar shown
here. Ernie’s son, Peter, has sent this picture
to be published in ‘The Branch’. He reports
that the family feel that Ernie would be
pleased that his ashes are now resting in a jar
that gave such good service to him in his latter years.

The tobacco Jar presentation to Ernie Tough
Ernie Tough’s family would like to thank those former colleagues of Ernie
that attended his funeral.

Photo courtesy of Peter Tough
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SOCIAL EVENTS
SUNDAY LUNCH 31st May 2015

The next WRFA social event will be a three-course lunch on 31st May 2015 at 1.00pm at the
CUMBERWELL PARK GOLF CLUB, Bradford on Avon
This will be the third year we have returned to this venue that offers very pleasant surroundings
in which to enjoy high quality cuisine and service.
BOOKING FORM WITH THIS NEWSLETTER OR DOWNLOAD FROM OUR WEBSITE

HORSE DRAWN CANAL BOAT TRIP
Saturday July 11th 2015
Departure KINTBURY 11.30am

Return KINTBURY 3.30pm
Delicious finger buffet lunch included
£20.00 per head.
Maximum 50 passengers
Following on from the highly successful private charter of the horse drawn canal boat based at
Kintbury on the Kennet & Avon Canal a few years ago the WRFA has again hired the same boat
and its equine power to provide us with a peaceful and tranquil four hour journey along a very
pretty stretch of the canal.
Lunch will be taken on board in the form of a finger buffet and there is a bar on board.
A booking form will shortly be available on the WRFA website. Places are limited to 50 so don’t
miss out!
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The frustrations and disappointments concerning politics probably leads to some wishing
that the Houses of Parliament would burn down. In October 1834 they did!
Thursday 16th October, 1834 is a day that
saw the outbreak of one of the most noteworthy fires to have affected London. The
blaze destroyed the major part of the Houses
of Parliament. The exact cause was never determined but the first sign of fire was spotted
by the wife of a Lord’s doorkeeper who was
returning from an errand and saw the flickering of flames under a door to the Lord’s
Chamber at just after 6.00pm. At about the
same time, others saw flames from a chimney
showing well in the night sky.
The fire protection of London at that time
was chiefly the responsibility of the London
Fire Engine Establishment (LFEE), a
body that was formed by the amalgamation of
the fire services provided by a number of major insurance companies. However, not all the
fire engines in the capital were under the direct control of the LFEE and some insurance
companies still retained their own brigades.
The Superintendent (Chief Officer) of the
LFEE was James Braidwood, who was a

James Braidwood

a highly respected man for his abilities as a fire
fighter and as a brilliant manager. Braidwood was
soon at the scene of the Westminster blaze and
took personal command of the 29 manual fire
engines and one fire float used to fight the
flames. Thirteen of the fire engines belonged to
the LFEE and the others were the property of
military units or insurance companies not yet
absorbed into the LFEE.
Despite the efforts of Braidwood’s men the fire
spread to engulf the chambers of the House of
Lords and the House of Commons. The firemen
threw all their efforts into saving the Westminster Hall and in this they achieved a fair measure
of success. Certainly, contemporary accounts of
the fire fighting heap praise on the LFEE. It seems
that few spectators believed that Westminster
Hall could be saved but the fact that it was so
was attributed to the bravery and professionalism of the “Jimmy Braidys”.
Thankfully, although the dangers to life posed by
this fire were considerable, no deaths were
caused by it although there was a long list of injuries and several firemen were lucky to escape
with their lives. There were serious injuries and
some firemen were invalided out of the service
because of them. Crowd control had been a
problem and injuries to members of the public
resulted from this.
The rebuilding of the Palace of Westminster
took over 30 years and did not run smoothly.
The project was dogged by slander and accusations, political interference and, of course, it ran
up a massive overspend. JMC
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Wiltshire fire officers having just completed a gruelling flashover training
exercise at the fire training centre in Uppsala

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a very successful series of exchange visits between Wiltshire
Fire Brigade and Uppsala Fire Brigade in Sweden took place. This was stimulated by CFO John
Craig’s international studies after he was awarded a Fire Command Fellowship by the National
Fire Protection Association of USA. A one-week visit to Uppsala left CFO Craig in no doubt
that there was the potential for both brigades to learn more from each other if exchange visits
could be set up. This was done and a group of officers from each brigade with their ladies participated in the exchanges over a period of six years.

After the punishing hot fire training exercise shown above, Wiltshire fire officers and their hosts relax around the
“emergency water supply” which looks remarkably like a swimming pool! To fend off dehydration copious quantities of
Swedish beer were supplied by our gracious hosts while the debrief on the exercise was carried out.
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THE DEBS OF BLETCHLEY PARK AND
OTHER STORIES

Author : Michael Smith
Breaking the coded messages of enemies and friends has been
common practice since the 14th century . Code breakers
were at work in the days of Queen Elizabeth I and Oliver
Cromwell, for example. Eventually complex machines were
invented to encode messages. The enigma cipher machine was
invented by a German company in the early 1920s in order to
keep business information secure. By the late 1920s enigma
was being used by the German navy and army. Before World
War II the British Secret Service was aware of its existence
but found the enigma messages impossible to crack., although

American, Japanese, Russian, Spanish and Italian codes were being broken. However, the Poles
had succeeded by using the Bombe system they had invented. The Poles met the British representatives in France to discuss this matter. Leading up to World War II there were code and cipher schools in Britain at various locations run bu M.I.6, all working on intercepted signals. Before war broke out it was realised that people with specialised skills were needed to work on
decoding. Academics in universities were targeted and professors, mathematicians, lecturers, linguists, chess players, translators and girls from well-to-do families were all amongst those recruited. Many of the so called ‘debs’ at that time hated the coming out season in London and were
only too happy to get away from it all by working at Bletchley Park and other secret units. At the
height of the war some 8,000 women were at Bletchley park, including those drafted in from the
WRNS, WAAF, ATS, and the FANY. Huts were built to accommodate the increased numbers
required for the work. All had to sign the Official Secrets Act.
Over the years, the author , Michael Smith, himself a past member of British Army Intelligence
Corps, has researched the story of Bletchley Park and interviewed several women who served
there. Their many stories are to be found in this book and they make fascinating reading. Every
one played a vital part in the success attributed to Bletchley Park’s fame for shortening the war
and saving many lives. Sadly, many ladies interviewed by Michael have now passed away.
The book contains many stories that have been kept secret for so long and yet deserve to be
told. This review must be short and cannot possibly do justice to Michael Smith’s book that is
highly recommended because I found it enthralling MONICA TOVEY

READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY?
If you have enjoyed a book recently, why not write about it in THE BRANCH and perhaps lead others to enjoying
the publication too.
There are book groups in existence at which people that have read the same book gather to discuss what they liked
and disliked about it. This provides an opportunity for socialising and enjoying a chat over a cup of coffee or something stronger.
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SHOP WINDOW
Items recently offered for sale

Limited Edition 8” Plates

Len & Yve Benwell have generously donated a set of ten limited edition plates showing vintage
American fire engines . These superb collectors items are Bradford Exchange/Danbury Mint.
They each have springs for wall mounting. Yve and Len wish these plates to be disposed of
through the WRFA in return for a donation to the FIRE FIGHTERS CHARITY. The plates will be
auctioned initially at the Lunch and AGM to be held on 31st May 2015 at Cumberwell Golf Club.
Two examples of the plates are shown above.

Bristol City TL Model by Corgi

A limited edition model of this Turntable Ladder on AEC chassis in Bristol City
livery. It comes with box in pristine condition . £12.00 (donation to Fire Fighters Charity)
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CAPTION COMPETITION
The only entry for the February caption competition came from
YVE BENWELL. She therefore wins the £10.00 token prize with
Mabel got totally the wrong idea when she was told she
could “knock the CFO’s socks off.”
Congratulations, Yve.

SIGNS
On a plumber’s van : WE REPAIR WHAT YOUR HUSBAND FIXED
A plumbing company : DON’T SLEEP WITH A DRIP, CALL A PLUMBER
In a vet’s waiting room : BACK IN FIVE MINUTES. SIT ! STAY !
Door of a plastic surgeon’s office: WE CAN HELP YOU PICK YOUR NOSE
On an electrician’s van : LET US REMOVE YOUR SHORTS
In a non-smoking area : IF WE SEE SMOKE WE WILL ASSUME YOU ARE ON FIRE AND TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION.
On an optometrist’s office: IF YOU DON’T SEE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR, YOU HAVE COME
TO THE RIGHT PLACE.

In the toilet of a high rise office block: TOILET OUT OF ORDER. PLEASE USE FLOOR BELOW
On a repair shop door : WE CAN REPAIR ANYTHING. PLEASE KNOCK, BELL NOT WORKING

STOP
PRESS

As we went to press the sad news reached THE BRANCH that
JULIE AINSWORTH has recently lost her mother. The sympathy of this
Association has been sent to Julie and her family.

BACK FROM CYPRUS
News has just been received that JOHN LAKEY & KAREN have moved back to England after
many years being domicile in Cyprus. They now live in Ludlow, Shropshire. We hope this means
we shall see more of them in future. Welcome home!
DISCLAIMER
Views and opinions published in this newsletter are not necessarily shared by the
Wiltshire Retired Firefighters Association.
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